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All right, so I'm between lunch and the keynote, right?  So I'll try to make it quick and 

interesting.  What I want to do is bring it home.  We've heard about technology.  

We've heard about some of the hot trends.  What I want to do is put it all together and 

communicate what the implications of the trends are to the networking industry as a 

whole.  That's the general theme of my presentation.  The key takeaway is that 

networking is hot again, and that's after 20 years, so we keep reinventing ourselves. 

I call it the virtual era.  And every 10 to 20 years we get a major disruption, a major 

shift, a major wave and we've talked about these things in bits and pieces, but I want 

to put it all in perspective.  We had the mainframes [and the mini] compute storage 

servers all fitting together, doing things that required mainframe-type processing and 

there were companies built around it.  IBM was there and others, right?  Then came 

the client server era and Ciscos of the world came around. 

And in the virtual era it is a different paradigm.  The paradigm requires a new set of 

use cases for the campus, for the enterprise campus, as well as for the data centres.  It 

requires new architectures, very advanced desktop solutions as VDI kicks in, and we 

have talked about security already.  And on the data centre it requires a lot more 

convergence, very different flat topologies and a lot of awareness in software 

integration, as we discussed in the [SDN panel]. 

So in the virtual era we've talked about all the trends.  And some of you in the 

industry here have written about these trends, right?  What I've done is I've tried to 

summarise these drivers that are more relevant to what we do in networking, as 

opposed to anything else, specifically the enterprise networking space.  I've kept the 

carriers out for the moment. 

So a very high level - 80% of deployments by 2015.  So these -- we're talking two to 

three years here.  80% of the deployments will be hybrid clouds.  There is a 25x 

bandwidth per rack growth between now and the next three years - that's significant.  
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And all the traffic in the rack hits the switching.  We've got to take it from place A to 

place B.  Half of the enterprises will be some flavour of a power or a cooling project 

as things get hot and more intensive -- compute intensive.   

We talked about mobility - I won't go into that.  And then the big thing is, obviously, 

the virtualisation -- server virtualisation, 80% of that.  And then the latest trend on big 

data is more than 50% of the enterprises will invest in the next two years.  So all of 

these macro trends require a new network, all of these network trends require a new 

architecture and they require innovation in the virtual era.   

We started off with innovation and I want to bring innovation home very specifically 

to what an enterprise networking IT manager should be doing.  So how do you do it?  

You start off in the data centre.  Innovation begins in the data centre - that's where the 

action is.  And what you do is then you do -- and then you touch all the points within a 

data centre, across data centres, from a data centre to a cloud, through a service 

provider, through a band router as well as your enterprise, whether it's a branch 

location or your user and your core campus. 

Each of these bubbles have to be optimised and have to be innovated upon, right?  

And when you do that what you're able to do is scale up the services that a data centre 

offers, you virtualise your workloads and mobilise applications, which is what we are 

calling the nirvana of the virtual era. 

So in order to do that I want to take a very quick deep dive into a more technology 

and architecture-centric view of the world.  And for those of you who are technology 

reporters and technology analysts you'd probably like it.  For the business analysts 

will -- I'll hopefully be able to address the benefits as we go along.  So now starts the 

hard wake-up slide, right?  I'll simplify it for you. 

Here's a physical view of a typical deployment.  You've got the core and the fabrics, 

as we call it.  Here's all your enterprise users coming in into a campus network, 

connected through wired or wireless, into a core of the data centre.  This is the 

networking core.  That gets collected to a public cloud.  And then the networking core 

has either a set of blade infrastructures or rack infrastructures with server storage and 

top-of-rack kind of networking - very generic, standard infrastructure architecture.  

That's the physical view. 

What's more important and interesting is this logical view of things.  And we have 

discussed a lot on the logical aspects, which is the software aspects.  How do you 

build up all this physical infrastructure and put it to use.  So the way we have set it up 

or we divide it is you've got the data plane -- and we talked about the data plane for 

quite some time in the past.   

You've got WAN routers, you've got core switches, you've got aggregation, wireless 

access and a virtual switch, so all the infrastructure that allows you to switch and 

forward traffic is in this bucket.  All the services that run on that network - load 

balancers, firewalls, WANs etc - are in this bucket.  And then as I had talked about in 

the earlier panel a controller basically separates the data plane with the control plan.  
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And open flow is situated right here.  And that's the only standardisation that has 

happened so far in the industry. 

Node bound you need to orchestrate, automate.  You've got to get the policies and 

you've got to, more importantly, [abstract] it for any [hypervisers] before you can give 

out enterprise services.  Very complicated, but it needs to be very simple. 

So if you look at this framework and if you look at this enterprise -- next-generation 

enterprise, what I want to walk you through are three big buckets; the fabrics and 

where the fabrics are heading; the converged infrastructure and where the data centre 

infrastructure is heading; and, more importantly, software and where that is heading.  

But before I go into where it's heading I want to pause and remember all the sins of 

our past. 

As a networking industry -- I've been in the business for more than 25 years.  We've 

committed a lot of sins and a lot of it were just the result of some of the leaders in the 

industry, some of the requirements that came out.  It just got together and became an 

ugly mess as we call it.  So let me talk about a few of these and why they were created. 

So, core.  In the core of the network, the networking core, the number one sin that we 

have is we kept on scaling with a modular chassis.  If you'd run out of bandwidth 

throughput capacity, get me a bigger box.  That's the nature of the game.  That 

happened for the last 20 years, right?  More power, more cost, customers just buying 

into this constantly.  It's no longer going to be valid as we move forward.  You just 

cannot keep up with the scale of modular chassis in the fabric, right?  That was the 

number one sin. 

Number two was when you connected together we ran spanning trees and that is not 

working as we move forward.  And then the most interesting thing that happened on 

the campus and the data centre connectivity piece was the wired and wireless 

networks were never architected together.  And the reason they were not architected 

together is because of organisational issues in the incumbent vendors.  It's not 

anything more complicated than that. 

Our friends in silicon valley could not get the organisation together and that's why 

there was two separate architectures, two separate divisions.  That's how it happened.  

And over time standards evolved, companies evolved and we just could not do that, 

right?  You cannot get VPNs through your mobile device and have the same 

experience.  We just -- the panel talked very elegantly about it.  So the fabrics in 

general need a big, big boost, a boost for new workloads, for new environments, for 

new technologies.  That's the first bucket of sin. 

If I move to the second bucket, which is inside the racks, if you may, for the data 

centre, it was all optimised for what we have been calling north/south traffic.  

Workloads and applications like in Oracle or an SAP or an exchange that are very 

predictable for an enterprise and they have very predictable traffic patterns, they hit 

the server, they come out top of rack into a fabric out in the band, right?  That's a 

north/south traffic. 
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The newer workloads do not have that pattern at all.  In fact, some of the Web 2.0s are 

running more than 70% east/west traffic.  A Hadoop application, which is a way of 

doing big data, majority of the traffic is east/west.  So what you cannot do in the 

future state of business is you cannot bring up the traffic up into the core every time to 

switch and process, just to find out that the VM is just sitting next door in a server that 

is inside the same rack, so clearly very, very inefficient.   

It was also -- another overlay was designed, fibre channel was separate from the 

Ethernet network, and I think a few vendors starting -- started doing what I call 

packaging convenience, meaning put the storage server compute together, put a frame 

around it, put some management software on it and say now we've got it all together.  

It was not architected from ground up and it's not architected for newer workloads.  

So we've got to really think about this in that way.  So that's the second bucket. 

And the third bucket is really the software.  And this is where, as Force 10, we've 

developed over $1b worth of intellectual property with software features, but that's the 

single most important challenge we have in the industry.  You need a switch to make 

coffee - here's a feature.  You need a switch to do multi-tenancy - here's a feature.  

Layer three - then you put [VRFs].  You name it. 

Before the industry realised in the last 20 years -- the last 10 years have been really 

ugly, right?  There are over 2,000 features that are being used.  For those of you who 

are in the Voice world of things, the same thing happened with the Nortel and the 

Lucents of the world, right?  1,000, 1,500 features were used.  And then came soft 

switches - top 50 - so death by features is how I call it.  And that's the single most 

important driver of eliminating the complexity of getting features being done by the 

vendors.   

And we talked about this forever, so I won't repeat it.  My colleague here in the panel 

very, very nicely described it.  [We] see a lot.  20-year old ways of accessing 

information into a switch.  And then network management - very, very old way.  We 

had the question there, right?  Same thing.  It's a very old mechanism and non-

standardised, and people have made an attempt to do this but there are silos and pieces 

all over the place. 

So given that all the three buckets have tons of sins that we have committed, including 

some of the vendors like us, but predominantly led by the industry and by the leaders 

here, what is important is where we should be heading and what the right way of 

doing networking in the virtual era is.   

And I categorise this as the following, which is, if you believe innovation of a 

networking-enabled enterprise that is powered by a distributed fabric and converged 

infrastructure and can work with an SDN environment across hypervisers, a lot of 

loaded [terms].  But if I break it down it's quite simple.  The first part is you scale out 

the core of the networking fabric not by building larger and larger chassis, but by 

what is called a distributed core architecture. 

And what that architecture does is it's a leaf and spine connectivity and I'll go a little 

bit more into details there.  But it is a connectivity that is optimised for east/west 
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traffic and that scale is horizontal.  The name of the game is a fixed form factor design.  

Technology and power, both of them are working both in favour of a fixed design -- 

fixed form factor, which is pizza boxes as we call it nicely. 

Layer two and layer three are both going to be around.  And whether it's SDN or not 

they're both going to be around, but it'll be a much simpler way of managing and 

routing both of these topologies.  And then you've got to architect the control policy 

and orchestration from ground up for wired and wireless.  So that's how you look for -

- in a core of the network, whether it's an enterprise campus core or the data centre 

networking core. 

On the converged infrastructure I think everybody has at least aligned on FCOE as a 

technology to go down that route.  But I think the two other innovation areas that are 

still being worked are next-generation fabrics, on how you break the boundaries 

between server storage and networking, as well as next-generation compute in terms 

of how you move the workloads appropriately within the rack and create a very 

localised pod experience, if you may, whether it's in a rack or across six or eight racks, 

which covers bulk of the data centres. 

And then, of course, on the software side multi-tenancy requirements with network 

virtualisations, [SDN], and then moving from CLI to open APIs and, again, these will 

be still open, but proprietary, as each vendor comes out with its openness.  But at least 

the SDN data plane part of it is all standard based.  And then network management 

moves to network orchestration. 

So, given that, let me just very quickly give you an example of what I mean by each 

of these and then we can see the future. 

But on the fabric and on the distributed core, for those of you who have been 

following the industry, this phenomena has happened multiple times.  Storage went 

from big boxes to small boxes.  Mainframes and compute went from big boxes to 

small boxes - client server.  These days servers are pizza boxes - networking is no 

different.  And we're leading that disruption at Dell Networking, where you have the 

equivalent of a chassis from a competitor being supported with a set of fixed form 

factor switches, called distributed core, in a completely non-blocking architecture, 

which is the name of the game, at a fraction of the cost, fraction of the power, fraction 

of the space.  That's what the new data centre demands. 

And this phenomena is actually happening.  As the analysts, like some of you guys, 

start tracking the modular versus the fixed form factor switches you start seeing the 

decline in the modularity versus the increase in the fixed form factor. 

Same thing on the converged infrastructure side, where you get 10Gb straight out of 

the servers, and that's been a big trend this year for all the workloads that are requiring, 

what I call, contiguous storage, so video processing, business sequential processing, 

any of those kind of workloads that require heavy sequential workloads, 10Gb to the 

servers, 10Gb connecting to the top of racks, taking out 40Gb into the fabric. 

So 40Gb is here - it's mainstream now.  It used to a wow six months ago and now it's 

hit mainstream as some of the leading competitors catch up on 40Gb.  We were one of 
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the first to deploy it.  But the thing is fabric's 40Gb, 10Gb to 40Gb top of rack, 10Gb 

to servers, the entire infrastructure gets a boost and an upgrade for the new workloads. 

And then finally the software portion of it.  We've talked about it enough, so I won't 

go into details.  But anything that you have traditionally done with servers, which is 

mostly plug-and-play type automation features, you can do with networking these 

days.  Whether it's bare metal scripting, VN mobility, all of that gets automated.  As 

pioneers in open automation, this phenomena is something that will extend the life, or 

the bridge as I call it, from the legacy networking to the SDN way of doing things, 

and then hit the full orchestration stack on top with all the applications to get you into 

an SDN vision. 

So if I summarise the future of the enterprise it is three simple things.  The first one is 

an emergence of scale-out networking fabric and BYOD optimised wired/wireless 

network.  And I showed you a very quick way of building it.  The second one is a 

converged infrastructure moving into a next-gen compute block with the boundaries 

of server storage networking diminishing.  And it's not longer about the best of the 

breed.  It's the best of the breed combined differently. 

And then finally it's about SDN, it's about network virtualisation and cloud 

orchestration, using technologies from open stack, which Dell is not just a supporter 

for, but we do a lot of crowbar initiatives as well on our own. 

So that gives you a technology perspective of where the network is heading and why 

it is so hot.  And with that I am going to call Manek back and we can take a lot of 

questions, I believe. 

Manek Dubash 

Great, thanks very much.  If you'd like to sit there, then I'll fall off the back of the 

stage, because that's what I do.  Thank you very much for that fascinating exposition 

of where we're going to be.  I suppose I've got a couple of issues really that I'd like to 

pick up. 

One is obviously the business angle to this, how you justify that and where the 

interface is between that and saying to hell with spending all this extra money on this 

stuff, I'm just going to put it all into the cloud.  And where the boundaries are, 

obviously, you're right about hybrid and all this kind of stuff.  Most cloud 

connectivity, most cloud implementations are going to be some form of hybrid. 

And the other issue is people.  I'm a network manager, I'm a storage manager, I'm a 

virtualisation manager, where do I fit into this?  What do I need to do?  Do I need to 

re-skill?  If I'm the CIO do I need to find a whole bunch of new people to make all 

this stuff work?  Those are the kind of issues I think I have with some of this.  So let's 

start with the people side of it. 

Arpit Joshipura 

Okay. 
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Manek Dubash 

So what's a CIO to do with the people he has at his disposal? 

Arpit Joshipura 

Ok.  So from a people perspective there are three admins typically, a network admin, 

a storage admin and a server admin.  And what we're starting to see is because of the 

boundaries blurring between the three the server admin is morphing itself, or himself, 

or herself into a converged admin.  So they've got the powers to at least look into, not 

manage, look into the SLAs between the storage and the networking people.  That's 

number one. 

With technologies that we supply as vendors, for example, a full switch inside a 

server chassis, a full 40Gb switch, when you do that the network admin has control 

inside the server chassis.  So the boundaries are cut in such a way that the 

provisioning, the management, the interface, all of the networking piece of equipment 

is with the network admin.  And then the converged admin allows it to be booted, 

configured, just the basic things.  So that is where the boundaries are getting drawn.  

That's one set of what I call market enterprises. 

The other set of enterprises which -- as I talk to all the CIOs, the majority of them, the 

orch changes that are happening are the storage and the network admins are coming 

together.  And when the storage and the network admins come together what they are 

doing is they are determining how to best architect the network to move data as 

quickly as possible and as efficiently as possible between the storage discs [or rays] 

into another part of the LAN or into the servers. 

So those are the two roles that are emerging, a networking and storage combo role, 

and a converged admin role with a full view.  So far we have not seen an elimination 

of a role, but you can start seeing the consolidation. 

Manek Dubash 

So is the industry ready to provide those skills, because at the moment you have a 

Microsoft [MVP], you have an EMC something professional, you have Cisco certified 

engineer, all that stuff?  You have all those vendors who have -- you can work out 

stuff really well because you know it.  What happens to those skills, because you're 

going to need that across --? 

Arpit Joshipura 

Right, so there are a couple of ways we are addressing that.  One is through vendors' 

professional services.  So that's just a pure let us help you migrate to this new world 

which crosses boundaries - that's one way.  The other way is as we integrate this into 

more of a bridge environment, a transitionary environment, and you're not upsetting 

the mode of operations like as I was talking [in] the SDN, don't just go and put a 

brand new Greenfield.  Make sure it inter-works with legacy.  Make sure it's virtual 

and physical world.  As you do that a lot of cross training comes automatically.  And 
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then as we get to SDN the simplicity and the management aspects become relatively 

straightforward. 

Manek Dubash 

Ok.  Let's delve a little bit into the technology side of it.  One that a few people seem 

to be mentioning in this area right now is to do with SSDs, the whole advance of 

Flash memory into the data centre, whether it's fusion IO style of putting memory in 

the server, whether it's the explosion, it seems to me, of Flash memory manufacturers 

who are packaging [Flash] different ways into storage systems.  The one thing they all 

say, of course, is you get massive amounts of performance as a result of this because 

you can 15 times as much data through and so on.  This has implications for the 

network no-one's talking of. 

Arpit Joshipura 

That's correct.  So there's a couple of thing -- in fact, along with the SSD and the 

storage technologies there's actually three things that have a big impact on the 

network, right?  The first is what you said - the technology - absolutely number one.  

The second one is the applications that are running. 

For example, a big data, or a Hadoop plus, when you have a Hadoop query that goes 

through the network it generates -- a single query can generate 3x the amount of 

network traffic than a normal traffic would generate.  So that is the second part of 

what I call the traffic explosion. 

And the third one which -- again, which we are looking into as we go forward is the 

redistribution of the boundaries that have been traditionally called storage, server and 

networking.  What if I had memory on the switch itself to cache things?  What if I had 

some level of switching inside a server, which we do?  What if --  

Manek Dubash 

[Inaudible - microphone inaccessible]. 

Arpit Joshipura 

Exactly.  What if I had automation so that I don't need to worry about where the 

switching happens?  So there's a lot of, what I call, different ways of solving the same 

problem without necessarily worrying about the other two.  But all those three things 

absolutely -- you're absolutely right, have a big impact on networking.  And that's why 

I opened it by saying networking is hot again. 

Manek Dubash 

And where does -- just picking up the first point I made, where does the cloud fit into 

that?  Where do I find that interface?  Do I put some of my storage in the cloud and 

have some kind of gateway caching primary data accesses, that sort of stuff, or just 

use it for archive, or compute there, or --? 
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Arpit Joshipura 

Yes.  No, so I think we have discussed that in the other panel as well, right?  

Depending on the type of applications and the SLAs and the appetite for security an 

enterprise will slowly migrate, first to private, and then, depending on what they need, 

to a public cloud.  For example, salaries etc are already -- pay cheques -- payroll is 

already on the public cloud. 

So from that perspective I think the migration is over time.  What we have to realise is 

inside the network infrastructure we -- in Dell we believe open stack is the right way 

to go.  And both for private cloud as well as for public cloud, right?  So Dell has a 

public cloud built on open stack etc.  And what that gives you is it gives you access to 

a lot more larger community.  That gives you easy tools.  Plug-and-play automation 

capabilities that exist in the networking now moves into the cloud.   

So from my perspective I'm not focusing on which applications need to migrate, 

because that's an enterprise IT decision - we help them - but focusing more on how to 

make the experience easy and secure. 

Manek Dubash 

Ok, thanks.  Questions from the floor - I'm sure you've got lots. 

 

Q&A Session 

From the floor 

Did I understand well, or are standard switches, core switches going to disappear?  

And are you going to embed them in the blade chassis, or how do you see that?  

Arpit Joshipura 

No.  What I said is the standard chassis cores, the big hunking machines with 16,000 

watts, if you may, of power will be replaced over time with more of a fixed form 

factor pizza box switch, with more like 800 watts of power, still providing the same 

level of throughput, but a more non-blocking east/west core.  So that's one direction. 

The other direction is the top of rack, as we call it, switching can be pushed deeper 

into the blade architecture and you can switch within a rack.  So, for example, our 

Dell standard server -- standard rack with 32 servers can switch 40Gb inside all the 32 

servers.  So traffic does not have to leave the rack.  So both of those phenomena are 

happening. 
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Vishal Jain – 451 Research 

I have a related question in term -- sorry, I'm Vishal Jain from 451 Research.  So the 

question is that you're talking about a lot of distributed networking here and there is a 

-- it's related to the recent piece in New York Times about a lot of power being wasted 

on huge data centres, where they were just doing 20% of their processing but taking in 

the 100% of power consumption, so complete non-green, non -- not required power 

consumption.  Do you think it's going to have an impact on that kind of problem [that 

are just beginning]? 

Arpit Joshipura 

Yes.  In fact, that is one of the biggest drivers.  That and the space is the -- space and 

cooling are the two biggest drivers of the distributed core architecture, because if I can 

do the same functionality at one-fifth the power that is phenomenal power saving - 

16,000 watts to 8,000 -- 800 watts.  That's just on a box basis.  On a network basis it's 

even better.  So given that scenario you will see over time that most large data centre 

operators are starting to move to a distributed core architecture already - the Web 

players etc. 

The enterprise data centres, as they start playing with this new technology -- because 

they have been -- historically been exposed to large chassis, whether it's Cisco or 

[Forstan] or anybody.  Here's the bigger box and someone says, no, mine is bigger, 

here's another big box.  They've been used to that.  And changing that paradigm once 

the network admins and the IT CIOs get comfortable with it is very efficient power 

wise, and you will see that trend coming up.   

Because, guess what, data is not going down - 25x bandwidth per rack.  The cost of 

producing power is not going down.  The number of users and number of applications 

and the type of workloads they are not going down.  So the only thing that can go 

down with innovation is power.  And of course the customers want the price to go 

down as well, but both of those, and that's in our control. 

Manek Dubash 

So we are talking about the kinds of network fabrics that the vendors are starting to 

push out now, but obviously they're going to be -- they're obviously going to be 

overtaken by SDN, aren't they? 

Arpit Joshipura 

SDN very seamlessly integrates into the network fabrics, because remember the SDN 

is forced.  As we talked in the panel, there is an infrastructure stack which includes 

the fabrics, then there is the controller, then there is the applications and the -- 

orchestration and then the workloads, or applications.  And in the infrastructure, as 

you get more and more non-blocking fabrics -- again, remember, as an industry how 

did we build networks?  And you can take whether it's Voice or Internet carrier 

networks, or enterprise networks, it doesn't matter.   
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All of you guys call immediately on a cell phone you will get a busy signal.  Why?  

The network is over-subscribed.  All of you get onto a wireless LAN - no connection.  

You get onto the Ethernet wired network, it doesn't matter which type of access you're 

doing there is a first level of over-subscription from a user to the first point in the 

network.  Then there is a second layer of over-subscription from the access to the 

aggregation, typically, eight -- one to eight, eight to four.   

Then there is a third layer of over-subscription, because now you're getting into the 

chassis, which is very premium networking gear.  So before you know it you are in 

the one to 32, one to 64 type over-subscription.  And the newer workloads cannot 

tolerate this.  Hadoop, for example, it does not run the whole stack, so there is no TCP 

to recover if a packet gets lost.  You need fully non-blocking fabrics without the cost 

going up.  You can build non-blocking fabrics today with a chassis probably 20 times 

the cost.  So I think what you have to do is you have to scale it differently and you've 

got to go non-blocking and then your software layer comes on top. 

From the floor 

Yes, Arpit, you're talking about core distribution [restricting] the core.  How about -- 

do you see the data centres themselves also being miniaturised, microised and 

distributed between multiple smaller data centres, so you get a smaller power hit per 

location? 

Arpit Joshipura 

Yes.  So that's actually a very good question.  So what we're seeing is this notion of 

pods coming up, right?  And historically these pods could not be connected together 

because a core switch was a chassis.  And you cannot put a chassis, because of the 

power weight etc, in a pod and ship it.  So with a core like a distributed core you can 

actually ship it inside the pod.  You can connect -- inside a data centre pod you can 

actually connect up to six racks, server storage, and produce a phenomenally low-

power data centre in a pod in a rack.  Ebay is a great example of that, where you can 

take this and lift it and put it on the top of a building and power it all. 

And that phenomenon is starting to take routes now.  Because the smallest guy can 

say I get a data centre in a chassis because now I have switching inside, storage inside, 

servers inside.  The little bit bigger guys say I have a data centre and a couple of racks.  

The bigger guys say I have a data centre and a pod.  Either way you look at it it's 

getting -- think of it the same way as we had the silicon going system-on-a-chip 

concept, but the other way. 

Manek Dubash 

Anyone else?  Ok.  Well, I think we'll probably call it day, Arpit.  Thank you very 

much indeed. 

And now it appears to be time for lunch, so enjoy your lunch.  And after lunch there 

will be the -- which is in the Lusitano restaurant, which is just out there somewhere, 

followed by the press analyst briefings.  And tonight we're going to the Casa Velha, 
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so be downstairs or be in the lobby at 7.15pm.  That's actually upstairs, of course.  

And we’ll get back here for 11.00pm.  And then we'll have another session like this 

one tomorrow morning. 

So that's it.  Thank you very much.  I hope you've enjoyed the session.  Enjoy your 

lunch. 

 

 

[End] 


